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TELESCOPE MIRRORS

By H. J. MEERKAMP VA~ EMBDEN.

Summary. The degree of precision to which the surface of mirrors must conform to the
true shape for use in large reflecting telescopes is exceptionally high. Deviations f~om
the' true shape occur owing to sag and bending under its own weight and also owing
to small temperature changes at the upper and lower surfaces of the glass disc. A process
is described here in which the thick disc of glass normally employed. is replaced by a
chromium-iron casting, one surface of which is coated with a thin glass layer on which
the reflecting surface is ground.
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The history óf astronomy and particularly of
astrophysics is very closely related to the evolution
of the instruments used for observations in these
subjects. Before. the invention of the refracting
telescope only the' paths of the planets could be
observed and described; a deeper delving into the
structure of the universe could not be essayed.
The first refracting telescopes were made about
1580 by Giambettista deUa Porta in Italy and
by Zacharias J'an ae n (1608) in Holland. The
Dutch telescope, which was originally invented as
àii 'instrument for use in' warfare and offered to
Prince Mauri t s for this purpose, very soon'
became widely known and was also sold in Paris,
Galilei in Padua thus obtaining information of
its existence. He realised the importance of the
invention and himself built a telescope on the same
lines. From this time dates a rapid expansion
.of knowledge of the structure of universe: The
discovery ofthe satellites of Jupiter, the "mountains
of the moon", the starry clusters ofthe Milky.Way,
and spots of the sun, etc. By the applications of
spectrum analysis and photography in the nine-
teenth. century a more profound knowledge of these
phenomena was gained.
Together .with the refracting telescope, the

reflecting telescope was also undergoing develop-
ment. Newton (1640__;_1720) gave the firet impetus
to its evolution by his discovery that a mirror,
contrary to a lens, does not possess ,chromatic
aberration. .
In the histories of the refracting and reflecting

telescopes we are confronted with an example of
the keenest mutual competition ' in which each
instrument in its turn occupied the position of
favour: and preference. During recent years the
reflecting relescope has come more and more to
the fore, after a telescope with a mirror of lOO".
diameter was put into commission in 1918 at+the
Mount Wilson Observatory, At the present time
an instrument is under construction with a mirror
having' a diameter of '200". It should be noted

.' for purposes of comparison that thelargest telescope,

\

, "

that at the Yerkes Observatory, is equipped
. with a lens of 40" diameter, so that för the
largest instruments the reflecting telescope holds
unchallenged priority.
, Yet both instruments have their own specific
fields of application. The refracting telescope is .
employed in general for visual observations and
for astronomical purposes, while the reflecting
telescope, particularly those of large dimensions,
is the ideal instrument for the observation of
objects having a low luminosity ,as well as for'
spectrographic, and photographic work. 'I'hè image
obtained with the refracting telescope is 'still sharp
at some distance from the optical axis and in this
respect gives better representation than the reflect- ,
ing telescope; the latter is however à better condenser
of the feehle light emitted from very distant obj ects.
Moreover, reflecting telescopes are frequently'
favoured by amateurs since they are easier to make
than refracting telescopes giving the same bright-
ness of image. "

To eli~inate chromatic aberration the objective
of a telescope must be composed of at least two,
lenses, which entails, grinding and mutually centering
four surfaces on each objective, as against only one
surface in a reflecting telescope where chromatic
aberration is absent. Furthermore, in the, objective
of a refracting telescope part of the incident light

, is reflected at the surface and absorbed by the glass;
this absorption is most pronounced with ..short wave-
lengths to which photographic plates are most
sensitive. The efficiency of the reflecting telescope
is therefore the more satisfactory, especially as in
the most modern types the surface is coated with
aluminium instead of silvered, mainly because an
aluminium coating gives a. satisfactory reflection

. of that part of the spectrum required for photo-
graphic purposes. Reflection at the silvered surface
of a telescope mirror is much reduced if the, silver
surface tarnishes by exposure to air, so that it
must be renovated at regular intervals by replating.

The most important component of the reflecting
telescope, the mirror, was originally made of metal.
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SocalIed "mirror metal", an alloy of 68.3 per cent
copper and 31'7 per cent tin, has been known
for many years and has proved extremely efficient.
One disadvantage wasçhowever, its brittleness and
its difficulty to work, making the manufacture of
large units impossible. By altering the composition
it was indeed found possible to cast larger objects,
but only at the expense of the surface, which after
a short time lost its polish and no longer gave ~
good reflection. Owing. to the extreme accuracy
required of the surface, renovation cannot be
resorted to and a metal mirror once' having lost .
its reflecting surface cannot be reconditioned ..

Nevertheless mirror .metal was the only material
available to the famous English builders of tele-
scopes, H'e r s ch eLc Lo r d Rosse and Lassell in
the 19th century when constructing their large
telescopes -- up to' a diameter of 72" -:- with
which they made a large number of important
discoveries.

It was not until 1857 that Foucault described
a new method of preparing a, reflecting surface. He
made a glass disc with the requisite shape of surface
and by chemical means coated this surface wit}! a
very thin layer of silver. If the surface hecomes
dull by contact with the air, the silver was merely
dissolved off and a new silver coating was deposited
on it, without the shape of the surface being in
the least way altered. This method was very success-
ful and is still in general use. In .recent years,
however, Dr. Strong of Pasadena has evolved a
process in' which the silver coating is replaced by
aluminium, which is deposited on the glass in a high
vacuum by volatilisation. On exposure to air the
, aluminium becomes coated with an extremely thin
film of oxide, but is subsequently not further
attacked by the atmosphere. .
If we examine the causes which limit the obs~rva-

tion 'of extremely distant objects in the universe
when using large telescope mirrors, we find that
these causes fall naturally into two groups: One
group is independent of the instrument used, and
the other group is inherent in the instrument.

In the first group we have the lack of homogeneity
of the atmosphere and the occurrence of disturbing
light, and in the sec'ond group inaccuracies in the
surface of the mirror and abnormalities due to
stresses in the materials used and created in ~haping
them.

Difficulties Independent of the Inst.rument

The observation of objects beyond the earth's
atmospheric mantle is rende~ed diffi~ult because
the air through which the emitted light reaches

the obser~er is not at rest but in constant motion.
If the air were homogeneous, this motion would
have no effect; but owing to differences in temper-
ature and humidity this is by no means the case,
and the irregular refra~tion of the light rays during
their passage to the instrument frequently prevents
reliable observations being made.

In addition there are other disturbances due to
the' atmosphere surrounding the earth not being
wholly transparent, but being permeated with dust
and fog particles in suspension. Their presence not .
only causes diffuse dispersion of part of the emitted
light, but has the' same effect also on light from
other sources, so that a star cannot be seen against
~ perfectly dark background. 'but only against a
background which itself appears to have a certain
brightness. The greater the surface of the telescope
mirror, the more light from the star under observa-
tion will be, collected at the focus and the greater
will be the contrast against the background.
To restrict the effect of this diffuse-dispersed

light, it has been decided to erect the 200"
telescope ~ow in cours~.,of construction in America
not on Mount Wilson.'alongside the existing 100"
telescope, which is the, largest one in use at the'
present time, but on Mount Palom~s (3300 m) at
a distance of 150 km. T.he reason for this is that the
valleys surrounding ~.!>unt Wilson, have. become.
densely populated during recent years and it has
become essential to locate the newobservatory at
some more distant" spot.

'_•. J..~'
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Difficulties Inherent in the Instrument

While the difficulties described above are beyond
the control of the instrument builder, he must
nevertheless give the most careful consideration to
the following points since they have a paramount
bearing on the efficiency and utility of the instru-
ment. W'e will therefore discuss these difficult points
in order.
The correct theoretical shape for the surface of

the mirror is a paraboloid and every deviation from
this ideal shape results in a rednetion in the quality
of the image. The first question which therefore
arises is: How far .can the actual shape of the
surface deviate from the ideal theoretical shape,
in other words what tolerance is permissible' in
the preparatien of the surface? The best known
rule for this is that given by Lord Rayleigh,
, according to which the maximum deviation at any
point must not exceed l/S of the wavelength of
visible light or approx. 0.07 IL.It is thus evident
to ~hat high degree of accuracy the surface must
be worked, since in machining metals a precision

,
!
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to wi~hin several microns already calls for the most
exceptional accuracy on the part of the machines
used. That the difficulties in making large mirrors
become rapidly greater with th~ size is also appa-
rent,. for it is a very different matter to work to
this precision with a surface of 28 "2 (a mirror of
6" diameter) than with a mirror of 30000 "2 surface,
i.e. of 200" diameter.

Although this requirement per se is already
difficult enough to fulfil, it is rendered still more
onerous by the fact that a telescope mirror is not
a perfectly rigid body, since when the instrument
is turned in' different directions elastic deformation
is set up within it while changes in shape are also
produced by temperature gradients. As a result
of these deviations a telescope may become quite
useless.

Hitherto telescope mirrors have been made of
glass, with the lower surface fIat and the upper
surface ground convex and then silvered. If a plate
of this type is supported at three points in the usual
way ~nd is then turned out ~f its horizontal position
in following the path of a star a deformation must

. .. ~
inevitably occur. In a horizo~tal position the mirror
bends. at the centre under its' own weight, while
when exactly vertical the force of gravity creates
a quite different type of deformation. In the case
of a' m~ssive disc the deformation in the vertical
position can be neglected; but this' cannot be done
when the plate is horizontal and has a diameter
exceeding about 8 "..

Consider two' mirro~s made of the same material,
then 'according to' investigations by Couder 1)
the sag of the mirror is proportional to R41h2, where
R is the radius and It the thickness of the mirror.
It is -thus possible to keep the deformation small
by making the thickness large as compared with
the diameter; but difficulties are then encountered
in manufacture as well as in erection which limit
the advantages to be gained by this means.

With two mirrors of the same dimensions, but
of different materials, the sag at the centre was
found to be proportional to diE, where. d is the

/::;: density and E the modulus of elasticity. Thus if
, ..'we compare glass and bronze,' two materials .which

are commonly used for making mirrors, it is found
that E is the same for both materials, 'viz. approx.
7'105 kg per sq cm, while the density of bronze is
8 and that of glass 21/2' so that in this case glass
would be much more suitable than bronze.

In the large telescopes in use at various observa-
tories, the mirror is usually given extra support

1) A detailed investigation of this point is described by
A. Couder in Bull. Astron; VII, 1931.

at different points by means of a complicated ,
system of levers with counterweights, thus elimi-
nating the effect of the dead weight of the mirror.
If these mirrors are raised towards the vertical,
the opposing pressure applied by the counterweights
diminishes. . .
We shall now turn to another factor which affects

the deformation, viz., the variable température
distributiori over the mirror. Already during the
manufacture of. the mirror this effect becomes
apparent, since the grinding media cause the
evolution of heat on the worked surface, while
. the iower side of the mirror remains at a lower
temperature. As a result the, upper surface expands
relative to the lower one, resulting in a deviation
from the correct curvature, so that further grinding
or measurement must be postponed until the
température has again become uniform. The
opposite state of affairs rules during the employ-
ment of the mirror: The surface directed towards
the heavens becomes cooled (luring night observa-
tions, while the lower surface protected by a
cushion of still air between 'the back of the mirror
and the mount is subject to less cooling.' This
temperature difference again results in a change
in shape, unless provision for a temperature
equilibrium is made by thermal conduction of
the glass and by radiation. Co u d er also investigated
this phenomenon and found that with equivàlent
dimensions the deformation occurring is proportional
to a d elk, where:
a is the coefficient of linear expansion,
d the density,
e the specific heat, and
k the thermal conductivity.
To reduce these deformation effects Pyrex glass

has been used in ,place of ordinary glass, the former
having a lower coefficient of, expansion and a
greater thermal conductivity.

Pyrex glass
Ordinary .glass

0.012
0.005

Coefficientof expansion
= Relative elongation

per °C

Thermal
conductivity

cal cm-1 sec-1

Wit~ metal mirrors a considerable improvement
could be achieved in this respect, since the
conductivity of metals is' approx. 100 times
gre~ter than that of glass. :
A third cause of deformation is that temperature

differences can occu~ not only 'between the upper
and lower sides of the mirror but also between the
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Fig. 1. Rear side of the 12" mirror. The casting by which
the mirror is later secured in the telescope can be clearly
seen. During surface working which is done by hand a wood
ring is attached to the casting to provide a grip.

rim and the centre. As a result of this the zone
at the rim may become so highly deformed that
the sole remedy possible is to place a diaphragm
in front of the mirror, which naturally reduces
its useful reflecting surface. In this respect again
a metal mirror would be less sensitive.
Mirrors in the past have been made exclusively

in the form of massive discs, except the 200 11

mirror of Pyrex glass now in course of manufacture,
which is made up of a plate ribbed on the lower
side. A ribbed construction of this type offers various
advantages, but could not be hitherto employed
owing to the great difficulty of casting complicated
shapes of glass.

Fig. 2. Casting for a 12" concave mirror (focal length
80 "). On affixing the glass, part has run over the edge.
Shaping is done by polishing two glass discs one against
the other, using a suitable lubricant (carborundum, alundum
or rouge).

The casting of metals is much simpler, although
by using metals the important disadvantage already
referred to remains, viz., that the surface of the
mirror is difficult to work and rapidly deteriorates.
A way to overcome the difficulty has been investi-

gated at this Laboratory for some time past; the
new method of manufacture evolved is based on
a combination of the desirable properties of glass
and metal, viz., the use of a metal mirror which
on the upper side is coated with a very thin skin
of glass on which the mirror surface is ground.
The metal used is a special chromium-iron alloy

whose coefficient of expansion is the same as that
of glass and to which the glass can very tenaciously

Fig. 3. Rear side of the 35" mirror. The supporting frame-
work provides the necessary stiffening for the thin upper
surface on which the glass is fused.

adhere. This alloy has found extensive use in
vacuum-tight metal-to-glass unions, which form
an important component in the larger types of
rectifying valve, in transmitting valves and X-ray
tubes.
The manufacture of castings from chromium-iron

is not much more difficult than from steel and is
much simpler than from glass.
Any shape can be cast and the strengthening

ribs can be made as thin and as high as required for
obtaining the requisite strength, at the same time
realising a low weight. Eyes and lugs can also be
readily cast on, which can be later machined and
threaded to facilitate the fixing of the mirror in
its support.
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Fig. 4. Chromium-iron casting of 35" diameter, covered on
the front with glass to a thickness of 10 mm (shaded). The
glass is later ground completely smooth, after which the
surface is silvered.

The casting is readily relieved of internal stresses
by reheating, while for the same end glass mirrors
must usually be allowed to cool for several months
under the most carefully controlled conditions.

The chromium-iron casting is first machined on
the rear side and turned flat in a lathe so that the
mirror will later lie quite flat when mounted in
the polishing machine. The workpiece is then
reversed and the top surface which is later covered
with glass is then machined. In this operation the
surface is roughly shaped to conform with the final
surface contour of the mirror.
This is followed by the application of the glass

coating. A glass plate is laid on the casting and the
assembly then heated in a furnace to above the
softening point of the glass. The glass melts and
forms a bond with the metal surface below it; the
fused glass must not be allowed to get too fluid
so that with a concave mirror the whole of the
glass collects at the centre. If this operation is
correctly performed the glass coating forms a layer
of uniform thickness over the whole surface and
can therefore be maintained very thin. Little has
then to be removed in the subsequent machining
process, although the principal advantage is that
the thin glass layer can be cooled very rapidly
without the production of internal stresses. Cooling
takes as many hours as months were required in
the past. It is also possible to sort out the glass
plates at the outset and reject all those with any
suspicion of air bubbles, inclusions or other defects.

In this way the advantages of metal and glass
can be combined, viz., the easy machinability,
good conductivity and ease in fixing of metal and
the excellent surface and every facility for silvering
or aluminium coating offered by glass.
A concave mirror 12" in diameter (figs. 1 and 2)

manufactured by this process was placed at the
disposal of a number of amateur astronomers at
Eindhoven, who are now grinding it down to give
a focal length of 80". This mirror will be used in
a telescope being built for its reception.

A plane rmrror with a diameter of 36"
(figs. 3 and 4) was supplied to the Californian
Institute of Technology. It is now being ground
and is to be used as a mirror in a coelostat, i.e.
an instrument which at a plane mirror rotated by
clockwork reflects the light emitted from a star or
other heavenly body so that the measuring instru-
ments used can be kept stationary.
When using such coelostats for solar observations,

a glass mirror introduces considerable difficulties
owing to the marked differences in temperature
which occur during the measuring period, while
metal mirrors have the disadvantage that the
surface gradually deteriorates and the power of
reflection becomes considerably reduced.

The advantages of the new process thus become
strikingly apparent in this application.


